
Chapter 15

Katty hung up the phone.

After a while, she finally stopped crying and wiped off her tears. When she went out of the

exit passageway, her eyes were still a little red.

Janet Smith from the secretary's office noticed it and asked with concern. "Miss Minj, did

you cry?"

"No... No, I didn't."

Katty shook her head. She kept a straight face and looked serious.

Janet patted Katty's shoulder gently, saying, "If you feel pressured, you can ask for a long

leave and rest for a few days."

All the employees in the Albert Group knew that it was not easy to work under Chris.

Although they got paid double compared to the employees in other enterprises, they had to

bear more pressure. If someone was not strong-minded enough, he might be likely to suffer

from depression.

Katty said gratefully to Janet, "Thank you. I'd like to ask for several days off now."

If she continued to stay in the company, she knew it would be the death of her.

Janet said a few more words to comfort Katty and then went back to work.

Sitting in front of her desk, Katty wrote a request for leave and then went to Markus' office

with it.

She didn't know whether the video was restored. She had to get Markus' approval first.

Then, after telling Chris about her leave, she could go home.

Just as Katty was about to knock on the door of Markus' office, she heard Brian's serious

voice. "It was destroyed severely."

"It can't be saved?"

Markus' tone was also serious.

Katty paused with her hand at the door handle, and she listened to the conversation inside

keenly.

Even Brian couldn't restore the video? That would be the best...

However, before Katty could ease the burden in her heart, Brian added, "I need some time.

Give me three days."

"It  will  actually  take  you  at  least  three  days.  It  seemed  that  the  person  who  damaged  the

video was quite capable."

Katty was uptight and didn't relax her vigilance easily.

Brian had no way to restore the video today, and what about three days later?

Brian teased, "You are right. He is indeed capable."

"Got it. I'll contact you three days later."

Katty  turned  around  and  walked  back  to  her  desk.  She  took  out  her  phone  and  sent  a

message to Tally. [You don't have to go back in a hurry. The crisis is resolved for the time

being.]

In her opinion, since Brian felt it was difficult to fix a thing, no one else would be able to do

it.

Anyway, Brian was a top expert in technology.

[What happened? Can't Brian restore the video?] Tally replied quickly.

Katty  texted,  [Yes.]  She  received  Tally's  message  the  next  second.  [That's  great!  If  Brian

can't do it, no one else can!]

Katty was a bit uncertain, while Tally was confident.

Reading Tally's message, Katty was a little relieved and not as nervous as before.

Even so, the final result still remained uncertain.

Katty texted, [But Brian asked for three more days.]

[Don't  worry.  Since  he  is  unable  to  make  it  today,  it  will  also  be  hard  for  him  three  days

later.]

Tally believed in herself in terms of that.

Katty pondered for a moment and thought Tally's words made sense.

Over  the  years,  Brian  had  been  one  of  the  most  outstanding  technologists  in  the  Albert

Group. And so far, no one had surpassed him in solving problems he thought difficult.

[Okay! I believe in you!]

Katty's tone became a bit more relaxed.

Tally didn't reply anymore. Katty immersed herself in her work and was busy for the whole

afternoon.

Thanks to the busy work, the worries in Katty's heart faded temporarily.

When it was almost time to get off work, Chris called Katty and Markus to his office.

Chris took a puff of the cigarette and asked, "How is the investigation going?"

Katty  didn't  speak.  She  was  no  longer  as  worried  as  before,  so  she  looked  calm  and

composed.

On the contrary, Markus' expression was a bit grim. "Brian needs three more days."

Chris halted his action after hearing the response. He gazed at Markus coldly, his hand still

holding the cigarette.

It was as if he was asking, "What does it mean that Brian needs three more days?"

Markus understood Chris' meaning and continued, "Black will arrive at Harborlean tonight."

Black? Black Dickens? The well-known and terrifying hacker?

Katty turned to look at Markus. Her heart was a complete mess.

She thought, "Will they never give up searching for the woman that night? How can they be

so persistent?"
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